Variations of the velocity contrast and rupture properties of M6 earthquakes along the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault
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SUMMARY
We investigate the seismic velocity contrast across the San Andreas fault (SAF) in the Parkfield area using fault zone head waves (FZHW) that propagate along the bimaterial fault interface and direct P waves. We systematically analyse large data sets of near-fault waveforms recorded by several seismic networks over the period 1984–2005. Clear FZHW are observed at many stations on the NE side of the fault in the creeping section of the SAF north of Middle Mountain (MM). This indicates the presence of a sharp bimaterial interface and that the NE side of the fault has lower seismic velocities in that region. The obtained P-wave velocity contrast is about 5–10 per cent north of MM, and it systematically decreases to 0–2 per cent near Gold Hill (GH). The along-strike variations of the velocity contrast are consistent with geological observations of a sliver of high-velocity rock immediately to the NE of the SAF near GH, associated with the GH fault, and existing 3-D seismic tomography results. The obtained imaging results offer an explanation for the mixed rupture directions of the M6-type Parkfield earthquakes. The strong velocity contrast around MM is expected to produce a preferred propagation direction to the SE for earthquakes that nucleate near MM (e.g. the 1934 and 1966 Parkfield earthquakes). In contrast, the near-zero velocity contrast and multiple fault branches near GH imply that earthquakes that nucleate near GH (e.g. the 2004 Parkfield earthquake) are not expected to have a preferred propagation direction to the SE, and are likely to propagate in directions that are controlled by other factors such as structural and stress heterogeneities. The observed systematic reduction of the velocity contrast along the SAF from NW of MM to SE of GH provides a dynamic arrest mechanism for earthquakes that nucleate in the northern part of the Parkfield section and propagate to the SE, and a dynamic arrest mechanism for earthquakes that nucleate in the southern section and propagate to the NW.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large earthquakes occur on major fault structures. Due to long-term tectonic movements, such faults tend to juxtapose rocks of different elastic properties, resulting in well-defined bimaterial interfaces. Contrasts of elastic properties across large faults have been imaged by seismic reflection and refraction studies (e.g. Fuis et al. 2001, 2003; Catchings et al. 2002; Lutter et al. 2004), body and surface wave tomography (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Shapiro et al. 2005; Thurber et al. 2006), modelling of geodetic data (Le Pichon et al. 2005; Fialko 2006; Wdowinski et al. 2007) and analysis of fault zone head waves (FZHW) that refract along the bimaterial fault interfaces (Ben-Zion & Malin 1991; Ben-Zion et al. 1992; Hough et al. 1994; McGuire & Ben-Zion 2005; Lewis et al. 2007; Zhao & Peng 2008).

Properties of earthquake ruptures on a bimaterial interface and associated seismic radiation can be significantly different from those expected for a fault in a homogenous solid (e.g. Weertman 1980; Andrews & Ben-Zion 1997; Ben-Zion 2001; Ranjith & Rice 2001). In contrast to the case of a homogenous solid, ruptures on a planar bimaterial interface produce dynamic changes of normal stress $\sigma_n$ that depend on the spatial derivative of in-plane slip, material properties, rupture velocity, and the direction of rupture propagation. For standard subshear ruptures the change of $\sigma_n$ at the tip propagating in the direction of slip of the compliant solid (referred to as the ‘preferred’ direction) is tensile, while the change at the tip...
propagating in the opposite direction is compressive. For supershear ruptures, the senses of changes of $\sigma$ are reversed (Weertman 2002; Shi & Ben-Zion 2006). The amplitudes of the near-tip changes increase with propagation distance along the bitematerial interface due to a continual transfer of energy to shorter wavelengths (e.g. Adams 1995; Ben-Zion & Huang 2002). The above dynamic effects produce a slip pulse that propagates for wide ranges of frictional, bitematerial contrast, and initial stress conditions predominantly in the preferred direction (e.g. Shi & Ben-Zion 2006; Brietzke et al. 2007, 2009; Dalguer & Day 2007; Ampuero & Ben-Zion 2008). The seismic shaking hazard associated with earthquake ruptures depends strongly on the rupture direction (e.g. Aki & Richards 2002). The quasi-periodicity of the first six events led to the deployment of many seismic instruments as part of the Parkfield Earthquake Prediction Experiment (Bakun & Lindh 1985). The instrumentation was further augmented by the recent development of the SAFOD project (Hickman et al. 2004).

The surface geological setting around Parkfield is complicated. In general, the rock types in this section are characterized by faster Salinian granite on the SW side of the fault, and slower Franciscan rocks and Great Valley sequence on the NE side (Page 1981; Walter & Mooney 1982; Lees & Malin 1990). However, the near-fault seismic velocity structure includes numerous local variations (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006). In addition, the San Andreas system between MM and GH is expressed as two principal surface traces (Brown et al. 1967; Rymer et al. 2006); the main SAF and the SWFZ (Fig. 1). The main SAF surface trace shows a right-stepping offset across the Cholame Valley south of GH. This offset is considered to be the northern end of the locked segment that ruptured in the 1857 event, and responsible for bounding the southern rupture extents of the M6 Parkfield earthquakes (Lindh & Boore 1981).

While the detailed near-surface structures of the San Andreas system appear complicated, the relocated seismicity outlines a much simpler fault at seismonic depth (Waldhauser et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). The aftershocks of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake concentrate along the same locations associated with the pre-2004 seismicity, and form a linear trend that is directly beneath the SWFZ rather than the main SAF (Waldhauser et al. 2004; Simpson et al. 2006; Thurber et al. 2006). The seismicity trend connects to the creeping and locked sections of the SAF without obvious bends, suggesting that the SAF is expressed as a single planar fault at seismonic depth (Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006). Based on this and other geological observations, Simpson et al. (2006) suggested that the step-over and the wrapping of the main SAF to the NE is a consequence, rather than the cause, of the segmentation of the ~M6 Parkfield earthquakes and the locked patch further south that last ruptured in the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake.

Several local earthquake tomography models have been developed for a wide region around Parkfield (Lees & Malin 1990; Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006), and a small region around MM (Michelini & McEvilly 1991; Thurber et al. 2003, 2004). A common feature among these models is a clear seismic velocity gradient across the SAF, with SW being overall fast and NE being overall slow, which is generally consistent with the geological observation at the surface. Ben-Zion & Malin (1991) observed FZHW at several stations on the NE side of the SAF, indicative of a sharp velocity contrast, and derived from the moveout between the head and direct $P$ waves an average velocity contrast of about 5 per cent across the SAF near MM. Ben-Zion

2 TECTONIC SETTING AND PREVIOUS STUDIES OF VELOCITY STRUCTURES AROUND THE PARKFIELD SECTION OF THE SAF

The SAF is a right-lateral strike-slip fault that extends approximately 1200 km along the boundary between the Pacific and the North American plates. The Parkfield section of the SAF straddles the transition between the creeping segment of the fault to the NW and the locked segment to the SE that last ruptured in the great 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake (Sieh 1978). At least seven characteristic earthquakes of $\sim$M6 occurred at Parkfield since 1857, with the most recent one on 2004 September 28 (Bakun et al. 2005).

The surface geological setting around Parkfield is complicated. In general, the rock types in this section are characterized by faster Salinian granite on the SW side of the fault, and slower Franciscan rocks and Great Valley sequence on the NE side (Page 1981; Walter & Mooney 1982; Lees & Malin 1990). However, the near-fault seismic velocity structure includes numerous local variations (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006). In addition, the San Andreas system between MM and GH is expressed as two principal surface traces (Brown et al. 1967; Rymer et al. 2006); the main SAF and the SWFZ (Fig. 1). The main SAF surface trace shows a right-stepping offset across the Cholame Valley south of GH. This offset is considered to be the northern end of the locked segment that ruptured in the 1857 event, and responsible for bounding the southern rupture extents of the M6 Parkfield earthquakes (Lindh & Boore 1981).

While the detailed near-surface structures of the San Andreas system appear complicated, the relocated seismicity outlines a much simpler fault at seismonic depth (Waldhauser et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). The aftershocks of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake concentrate along the same locations associated with the pre-2004 seismicity, and form a linear trend that is directly beneath the SWFZ rather than the main SAF (Waldhauser et al. 2004; Simpson et al. 2006; Thurber et al. 2006). The seismicity trend connects to the creeping and locked sections of the SAF without obvious bends, suggesting that the SAF is expressed as a single planar fault at seismonic depth (Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006). Based on this and other geological observations, Simpson et al. (2006) suggested that the step-over and the wrapping of the main SAF to the NE is a consequence, rather than the cause, of the segmentation of the ~M6 Parkfield earthquakes and the locked patch further south that last ruptured in the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake.

Several local earthquake tomography models have been developed for a wide region around Parkfield (Lees & Malin 1990; Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006), and a small region around MM (Michelini & McEvilly 1991; Thurber et al. 2003, 2004). A common feature among these models is a clear seismic velocity gradient across the SAF, with SW being overall fast and NE being overall slow, which is generally consistent with the geological observation at the surface. Ben-Zion & Malin (1991) observed FZHW at several stations on the NE side of the SAF, indicative of a sharp velocity contrast, and derived from the moveout between the head and direct $P$ waves an average velocity contrast of about 5 per cent across the SAF near MM. Ben-Zion
Figure 1. (a) A map of the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault (SAF). The background seismicity from 1984 and 2005 (Thurber et al. 2006) and the epicentres of the 1966 and 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquakes are marked with small dots, and red and green stars, respectively. The red lines denote surface traces of faults. Seismic stations of several networks are shown with different symbols. Selective station names are marked. The background is shaded topography with white being low and dark being high. The inset shows the area on a map of California. SAF: the main San Andreas fault; SWFZ: Southwest Fracture Zone. (b) Hypocentres of about 9000 earthquakes inside the dashed box along the cross-section AA′ (139.2° strike) in (a). The radius of each circle is estimated from its magnitude, based on a moment-magnitude relationship (Abercrombie 1996) with a circular crack model (Eshelby 1957) assuming a nominal 3-MPa stress drop. The red and green circles mark the 1966 and 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquakes, respectively.

et al. (1992) inverted arrival times of FZHW and direct P waves for depth-variations of the velocity contrast near MM, and obtained values that range from 10 to 20 per cent in the top 3 km and 3–7 per cent in the deeper section.

Eberhart-Phillips & Michael (1993) and Thurber et al. (2006) imaged in tomography studies the existence of a high-velocity rock on the (nominally slow) NE side of the fault at seismogenic depth near GH (Fig. 2). This high-velocity body has a maximum P-wave velocity of 6.6 km s⁻¹, and is assumed to consist of the greenstones and mafic rocks of the Permanente Terrane (McLaughlin et al. 1996). Thurber et al. (2006) suggested that this high-velocity body is very close to or in contact with the SAF interface at depth, and might be spatially related to the area of primary slip (10 cm or more) during the 2004 Parkfield main shock (Langbein et al. 2005).
3 SEISMIC FAULT ZONE HEAD WAVES

Unlike the aforementioned tomography studies that use traveltimes of the direct P and/or S waves to image properties of volumetric rock elements, we utilize FZHW to image directly the bimaterial interface along the Parkfield section of the SAF. A sharp material contrast across a fault interface should generate FZHW that spend a large portion of their propagation paths refracting along the bimaterial interface (Ben-Zion 1989, 1990; Ben-Zion & Aki 1990; Shi & Ben-Zion 2009). The FZHW propagate along the fault with the velocity and motion polarity of the block with faster seismic velocity. From the bimaterial interface, the FZHW are radiated to the side with slower velocity, where they are characterized by an emergent waveform with opposite motion polarity to that of the direct body wave. The FZHW are the first arriving phases at locations on the slower block with normal distance to the fault (Ben-Zion 1989) less than a critical distance \( x_c \), given by

\[
x_c = r \cdot \tan\left[\cos^{-1}\left(\frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1}\right)\right],
\]

where \( r \) is the distance that the FZHW propagate along the bimaterial interface and \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \) are the average P-wave velocities of the faster and slower media, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates the relations between the velocity contrast and critical distance \( x_c \) for different along-fault distances \( r \). For a given distance \( r \), smaller values of the velocity contrast require stations that are closer to the fault to detect the FZHW. With known values of \( r \) and normal distances of stations from the fault, Fig. 3 could be used to place limits on the velocity contrast, as done in Section 7 of the paper.

Since FZHW owe their existence to and spend most of their propagation paths along the fault interface, they provide a high-resolution tool for imaging the velocity contrast across the fault, as demonstrated in previous studies (e.g. Ben-Zion et al. 1992; McGuire & Ben-Zion 2005; Lewis et al. 2007; Zhao & Peng 2008). For an interface between two different quarter spaces, the differential arrival time \( \delta t \) between first arriving head wave and the following direct P wave grows with \( r \) (Ben-Zion & Malin 1991) as

\[
\delta t \sim r \left( \frac{1}{\alpha_2} - \frac{1}{\alpha_1} \right) \sim r \left( \frac{\Delta \alpha}{\alpha_1^2} \right)
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \Delta \alpha \) denote the average and differential P-wave velocities, respectively. In this study, we use eq. (2) to estimate along-strike variations of the velocity contrast in the Parkfield section of the SAF.

As mentioned, Ben-Zion & Malin (1991) and Ben-Zion et al. (1992) used head and direct P waves to image the velocity contrast across the SAF near MM. Ben-Zion et al. (1992) also demonstrated with numerical tests that including FZHW can significantly improve the resolution of the velocity structure near the fault. However, these studies only utilized a small data set associated with about 100 earthquakes NW of MM, and hence did not provide detailed images of the velocity contrast at different along-strike locations, and in particular around the epicentre of the 2004 Parkfield event near GH. In the following sections we conduct a comprehensive analysis of FZHW and P body waves for the velocity contrast across the SAF at different along-strike positions, using all the available relevant seismic data in the Parkfield area from 1984 to 2005.

4 DATA AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The seismic data analysed in this study are recorded by two permanent networks, the Northern California Seismic Network (NCSN) operated by the USGS and the High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) operated by the Berkeley Seismological Laboratory (BSL), along with one temporary PASSCAL deployment, the Parkfield
Area Seismic Observatory (PASO) Network (Thurber et al. 2003). Most surface instruments (NCSN and PASO) are 1 Hz L4C or 2 Hz L22 short-period velocity sensors with a sampling rate of 100 s$^{-1}$. In the PASO network, 29 stations are equipped with Guralp 40T broadband instruments. The 13 HRSN 2 or 4.5 Hz short-period sensors are deployed in 100–300 m deep boreholes and have a sampling rate of 250 s$^{-1}$. In this study, we only analyse waveforms recorded by the vertical component. The hypocentre locations and origin times of earthquakes are obtained from the relocated catalogue of Thurber et al. (2006).

The employed analysis procedure is as follows. First, we select events occurring near the SAF. Because the majority of the seismicity in Parkfield appears as one linear trend beneath the surface traces of the SWFZ (Fig. 1), we only use events within 1 km of the linear seismicity trend. The strike of this trend is 139.2$^\circ$ clockwise from the North and we use the epicentre of the 2004 M6 event ($-120.366^\circ$, 35.815$^\circ$) listed in Thurber et al. (2006) as the projection centre. Next, we select high-quality waveforms with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) $\geq 5$ for the HRSN data. We use SNR $\geq 10$ for the PASO and NCSN data because waveforms recorded by the surface stations are generally noisier than those from borehole instruments.

After the foregoing steps, we obtain about 2500 and 150 events for stations of the HRSN and PASO networks, respectively. This provides a good spatial coverage, especially around the epicentre of the 1966 Parkfield earthquake (i.e. MM). The distribution of seismic stations around the epicentre of 2004 Parkfield earthquake is relatively sparse. To balance the distribution of stations and seismicity, we select only 11 stations of the NCSN, which are located around the southern end of our study region near GH (Fig. 1). We use about 600 events for these 11 NCSN stations, ranging from 27 km north of the epicentre of the 2004 M6 event to the southern end of our study region.

After selecting waveforms with high SNR, we remove the mean value of each trace and apply a high-pass filter with a corner frequency of 1 Hz to suppress long period noise. Because the characteristics of FZHW are best expressed in displacement seismogram, we integrate the original velocity seismograms to obtain the displacement records, and pick the onset of FZHW and direct $P$ waves manually by examining the velocity and displacement seismograms simultaneously. We identify FZHW as emergent first arrivals with opposite motion polarities and systematic moveout from the direct $P$ waves. The onset of the $P$ wave is picked at a place with a sharp increase of amplitude in the displacement seismogram (Ben-Zion 1989). Moreover, we require the polarities of direct $P$ waves to be consistent with right-lateral focal mechanisms. This is justified by the fact that $\sim$75 per cent of the microseismicity at Parkfield are pure strike-slip events on the near-vertical planes aligned with the seismicity trend (Thurber et al. 2006; J. L. Hardebeck, written communication 2008). We also remove records with wrong polarities generated during certain operation periods of the stations.

Next, we assign three quality factors (A, B and C) to the picks of both FZHW and $P$ waves. Quality A and C represent the highest and lowest confidence levels for phase picking, respectively, while Quality B is an intermediate level. The selection criteria are as follows. Phases with Quality A have both correct polarities based on right-lateral focal mechanisms and similar waveform characteristics as the synthetic solutions of the FZHW and $P$ waves (Ben-Zion 1989, 1990). For stations on the NE of the SAF, the expected polarities of the direct $P$ waves for events from the NE and SE along-strike directions are up and down, respectively. The direct $P$ waves are expected to have strong sharp peaks/troughs, and the FZHW are expected to be emergent phases with opposite polarity from those of the direct $P$ waves (Fig. 4a). Quality C is used when either the onset of FZHW/direct $P$ wave is not reliable due to a low SNR value, or it is relatively difficult to determine the phase type because of waveform complexities. In Fig. 4(c), the polarity of the first-arriving phase is consistent with that of a FZHW for a right-lateral focal mechanism, but the complex waveform makes it difficult to pick the onset of the direct $P$ phase. In such cases we set the qualities of both the FZHW and $P$ wave to be C. In Fig. 4(b) the polarity of the first peak suggests that it is a head wave, assuming a right-lateral focal mechanism. However, its amplitude is at the same level as the later-arriving $P$ phase and there is no sharp transition in the character of the two phases as in Quality A seismograms. Hence, we set the quality factors of both head wave and direct $P$ arrival to be B. The selection of quality factors is somewhat subjective and relies on the experience of an analyst. To confirm the quality factor of each picked phase, we also check phases of nearby events and compare the results from different stations. The results presented in the following sections are based only on phase picks with quality A or B.
Fig. 5. (a) Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station MMNB showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves along the fault. The red vertical dashed lines mark the onset of the P waves. The red dots mark the onset of FZHW and the blue line shows the least-squares fitting of the moveout. The estimated velocity contrasts using eq. (2) and an average P-wave velocity of 5.5 km s\(^{-1}\) are also labelled. The number of plotted waveforms is reduced by 90 per cent from the analysed data for better illustration. (b) A cross-section view of the seismicity with corresponding waveforms shown in (a) along the 139.2\(^\circ\) strike direction. Events with FZHW are marked by red circles. The distances on the top and bottom of the panel are relative to the recording station (black triangle) and the 2004 Parkfield earthquake (the green star) projected along the SAF strike, respectively. The two black rectangles outline the regions with reversed velocity contrast as marked in Fig. 2(c).

Fig. 5 shows clear examples of FZHW at station MMNB that are generated by events to the NW and SE of the station. For events with along-interface distances larger than \(\sim 7\) km, the polarities of the first arrival phases are opposite to those predicted for right-lateral focal solutions, as expected for FZHW. In addition, the differential arrival time between FZHW and direct P waves increases generally with the along-interface distance. We fit the moveout with the least-squares method and estimate the velocity contrast based on the slope of the moveout using eq. (2). As in Ben-Zion & Malin (1991), we use 5.5 km s\(^{-1}\) as the average P-wave velocity.
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in eq. (2). This is consistent with the average value of seismic velocities at seismogenic depth based on the 3-D velocity model of Thurber et al. (2006). The estimated average velocity contrasts are \( \sim 5.1 \) and \( \sim 3.3 \) per cent for the fault sections to the NW and SE of station MMNB, respectively. In the next three sections, we perform similar analysis using data that are recorded at different stations, and derive detailed results for spatial variations of the velocity contrast in different subsections of the SAF at Parkfield.

5 VARIATIONS OF THE VELOCITY CONTRAST ALONG THE STRIKE OF THE SAF

The identification (or absence) of FZHW associated with given source–receiver geometries can be used to infer on the existence (or absence) of a sharp velocity contrast across the fault in the study region. For example, station CRAB north of MMNB belongs to the

![Figure 6](image_url). Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the PASO station CRAB showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves along the fault. Other symbols are the same as in Fig. 5.
P. Zhao et al.

Figure 7. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station EADB showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves along the fault. Other symbols are the same as in Fig. 5. The number of waveforms in (a) is reduced by 90 per cent for better illustration.

PASO network, and is located within 1 km of the creeping section of the SAF and approximately 3.2 km north of the SAFOD site (Fig. 1). Clear head waves are observed at this station for events in the NW and SE along-strike directions (Fig. 6). Using an average P-wave velocity of 5.5 km s\(^{-1}\), the moveout corresponds to an average velocity contrast of \(~7.6\) and \(~9.9\) per cent for the fault sections to the NW and SE of station CRAB, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 7 shows clear head wave signals recorded at the HRSN borehole station EADB between stations MMNB and GHIB (Fig. 1). However, the estimated velocity contrasts for sections centred at this station, obtained by the same procedure, are about 5.7 per cent to the NW and only 3.9 per cent to the SE. In addition, the absolute differential arrival times between the FZHW and direct P waves from the NW are considerably larger than those from the SE, indicating a possible change of velocity contrast near EADB.

Fig. 8 gives a summary of the velocity contrast values that are derived for sections to the NW and SE that are centred at different stations in the study area. Clear head waves are only observed at stations located NE of the fault, indicating that the seismic velocity on the SW side of the fault is overall faster than that on the NE side.
As shown in Fig. 8, however, the results also indicate clear variations of the velocity contrast along the fault. The general pattern is that the velocity contrast reaches its maximum value to the NW of MM (5–10 per cent) and starts decreasing towards the SE. Near the epicentre of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake (i.e. GH), the estimated velocity contrast is very small (0–2 per cent). Additional results on the velocity contrasts at different depths, and in the opposite along-strike directions around GH, are given in Sections 6 and 7.

6 VARIATIONS OF THE VELOCITY CONTRAST WITH HYPOCENTRAL DEPTH

We observe the existence of velocity contrast across the fault throughout the seismogenic zone, along with changes of the velocity contrast with depth and with different locations along the fault. Fig. 9(a) shows a clear moveout of differential arrival times with increasing depth for events having along-strike distances from station MMNB of less than 2 km. Assuming again that the average P-wave velocity is 5.5 km s\(^{-1}\), the average velocity contrast for the entire seismogenic zone in that location is \(\sim 7.3\) per cent. This value is compatible with the inference of a deep penetrating fault interface near MM from 3-D tomography (Thurber et al. 2006) and previous FZHW studies (Ben-Zion et al. 1992). In contrast, for events directly beneath station GHIB, which is located close to the epicentre of the 2004 M6 event, we can only identify candidate FZHW in several traces (Fig. 9b). The results imply a lack of a velocity contrast (in which the NE side is the block with slower seismic velocity) over much of the seismogenic zone beneath GHIB.

To obtain additional results on values of the velocity contrasts in the GH region, we plot in Figs 10 and 11 the moveout of FZHW in waveforms at station GHIB that are generated by earthquakes at different depth sections. We separate the entire data set into two groups associated with earthquakes above and below 7 km, which is roughly the boundary between two major near-horizontal seismic streaks identified from relocated seismicity (Waldhauser et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). Compared with the results around MM near the epicentres of the 1934 and 1966 M6 events (Figs 5 and 9a), the pattern of velocity contrast around GH near the epicentre of the 2004 M6 event exhibits a strong along-strike asymmetry. A clear moveout is shown to the NW side of station GHIB for both shallow and deep seismicity, especially for events that are north of MM (at along-strike distance of about \(-20\) km). This is generally consistent with our previous observations that the velocity contrast is strongest...
north of MM and decreases towards GH (Section 5). However, a striking feature of Figs 10 and 11 is the near absence of FZHW at station GHIB from seismicity to the SE section of the fault. This is especially pronounced in Fig. 10, indicating the lack of or very small velocity contrast in the shallow portion of the fault at that section. Even for the seismicity in the deeper part of the fault to the SE of GHIB, head waves can only be observed sparsely from certain locations (Fig. 11), rather than continuously as shown at the stations to the NW. These results demonstrate clear variations in the strength of the velocity contrast near the epicentral region of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake in both along-strike and downdip directions.

7 POSSIBLE REVERSAL OF VELOCITY CONTRAST BETWEEN MM AND GH

As mentioned in Section 2, Eberhart-Phillips & Michael (1993) and Thurber et al. (2006) observed a high P-wave velocity rock on the (nominally slow) NE side of the SAF at seismogenic depth (Fig. 2). If this high-velocity body is very close to or directly in contact with the active SAF, as suggested by Thurber et al. (2006), it will produce a locally reversed velocity contrast. This could generate FZHW that will be recorded at stations on the SW side (generally considered as the fast side) that are within the critical distance $x_c$ for a given along-fault propagation distance (Fig. 3).

To test the possibility of a local reversal of the velocity contrast, we examine waveforms recorded at six NCSN stations on the SW side of the fault near GH (Fig. 1) for systematic opposite first motion polarities. Fig. 12 shows records from station PHA, which is the closest station to the fault on the SW side. The first motions generally match the expected polarities of the direct P waves from right-lateral strike-slip focal mechanisms, even for events near the local high velocity region NE of the fault imaged by Thurber et al. (2006). The only exception is one cluster of events at depth around 14 km, which are outside the ‘suspected’ region. However, the abnormal first arrivals from this cluster are unlikely to be associated with FZHW since their focal mechanisms contain a mixture of strike-slip and normal faulting (Fig. 13). We also observe abnormal first motions from this cluster of events at all six stations on the SW side of the SAF. We conclude that the abnormal first motions from this cluster are probably caused by different focal mechanisms in a region of complex source geometries.

Based on the lack of observation of FZHW at station PHA, we can attempt to estimate the upper-limit value of the possible reversed velocity contrast from the local high velocity region NE of the SAF (Fig. 2). Using in eq. (1) and Fig. 3, a normal distance of station PHA from the SAF of 2 km and an average propagation distance of 10 km, the corresponding limit for a reversed velocity contrast is 2 per cent. This estimate assumes that the seismicity is located on the interface between the high velocity body of Fig. 2 and the main SAF. However, the seismicity is clearly offset from the SAF and occurs essentially under the SWFZ. This limits our ability to constrain the maximum allowable value of a sharp reversed velocity contrast of the localized high velocity body NE of the SAF that is imaged by Eberhart-Phillips & Michael (1993) and Thurber et al. (2006).

8 DISCUSSION

We conducted a comprehensive imaging of the existence and average properties of sharp velocity contrast interfaces along the Parkfield section of the SAF using FZHW and direct P waves. Clear
Figure 10. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station GHIB for earthquakes with hypocentre depths less than 7 km. Other symbols are the same as in Fig. 5. The number of waveforms in (a) is reduced by 75 per cent for better illustration.

FZHW are observed only for stations on the NE side of the fault, indicating that the crustal block to the SW of the fault has generally higher seismic velocity than the block to the NE. In addition, we found clear along-strike variations of the velocity contrast across the SAF (Fig. 8). In the NW part of our study region, and around MM near the epicentres of the 1934 and 1966 M6 events, the velocity contrast is fairly strong (5–10 per cent) and the bimaterial interface extends to the bottom of seismogenic zone (Figs 5 and 9a). On the other hand, around GH near the epicentre of the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake the velocity contrast is either absent or very small (0–2 per cent), especially in the top 7 km and in the region to the SE of GH (Figs 9b, 10 and 11).

Our results are generally consistent with the regional geological setting that the Salinian granite on the SW side of the fault has a faster seismic velocity than the Franciscan rock and Great Valley sequence on the NE side. Previous local tomography results also show that the SAF around Parkfield has a clear velocity contrast that varies along the SAF strike (e.g. figs 2c and 6 in Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993). We note that the velocity contrasts around MM obtained from previous tomographic results (e.g. Thurber et al.)
Figure 11. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station GHIB for earthquakes with hypocentre depths larger than 7 km. Other symbols are the same as in Fig. 5. The number of waveforms in (a) is reduced by 90 per cent for better illustration.

The geological observation of mafic igneous rocks, local seismic tomography results, and local gravity map all indicate the existence of high-velocity rocks on the NE side of the fault near GH (Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; McPhee et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). Some of these studies suggest that the seismic velocity of these rocks on the NE side may exceed that of the predominantly faster rock to the SW of the fault (Fig. 2c), producing a locally reversed velocity contrast across the SAF. Unfortunately, the locations of the seismicity and stations on the SW side of the fault limit our ability
to confirm the existence of a sharp reversed velocity contrast across the SAF in that area. We may infer that the high-velocity rock on the NE side of the SAF near GH probably does not touch the SWFZ, which is outlined by the active seismicity, at seismogenic depth, and the rocks adjacent to SWFZ on both sides probably have the same seismic velocities in that region.

The along-strike variations of the velocity contrast observed in this study are consistent with geological and geophysical results on the evolution of the SAF in this region. Detailed geological studies have found mafic igneous rocks exposed at GH on the NE side of the main SAF surface trace, which may correspond to the high-velocity body imaged by previous tomography studies (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips & Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006). These rocks have similar characteristics to those exposed at the Eagle Rest Peak about 150 km to the SE, and hence were likely transported to GH (e.g. Sims 1993) by the movement of the Pacific Plate. Simpson et al. (2006) suggested that the presence of these rocks on the ‘wrong’ side of the SAF is consistent with progressive northeastward bending of
the SAF and development of a new fault interface (e.g. SWFZ) with time around Parkfield. This could move rocks that were previously on the SW (i.e. overall faster) side of the fault to the NE side of the ‘new’ fault interface. Because the largest warp of the fault traces is near GH (fig. 2 of Simpson et al. 2006), we should expect that the fault interface near GH has a smaller velocity contrast than that near MM. This is supported by our observations. The multiple shifts of the active traces of the SAF near GH (Dibblee et al. 1999) could also offset the newly developing active fault in that area (SWFZ) away from a sharp bimaterial interface. The high-velocity rock on the NE side of the main SAF near GH appears to be seismically inactive at present (e.g. Simpson et al. 2006; Thurber et al. 2006).

Our observations of clear along-strike variations of the velocity contrast along the SAF offer, along with the above discussion, an explanation for the mixed propagation directions of the M6-type Parkfield earthquakes (Harris & Day 2005; Ben-Zion 2006). Since the velocity contrast around MM is large and positive (with the SW side being fast and the NE side being slow), the preferred

Figure 13. Focal mechanism solutions of selected events from the ‘suspected’ region with reversed velocity contrast and the events marked in Fig. 12 with red circles. Other symbols are the same as Fig. 5. The focal mechanism solutions are obtained from the Northern California Earthquake Data Center.
propagation direction for earthquakes nucleating in that region is to the SE. The 1934 and 1966 events had hypocentres around the MM region, and were associated with propagation directions to the SE, which is consistent with the preferred rupture direction generated by the bimaterial effects (e.g. Weertman 1980; Shi & Ben-Zion 2006; Ampuero & Ben-Zion 2008). The 2004 M6 earthquake nucleated near GH with a near-zero velocity contrast in the active seismic fault (i.e. the SWFZ) and perhaps a reversed contrast across the main SAF (e.g. Thurber et al. 2006). Thus, in contrast to the region further to the north, the region around the hypocentre of the 2004 event is not expected to produce a preferred propagation direction to the SE. Instead, the discussed local structural complexities would probably dominate the nucleation and propagation of earthquake ruptures near GH.

Our results on the reduction in the strength of the velocity contrast across the SAF near GH also provide a dynamic arrest mechanism for the M6 Parkfield events. This is because the amplitude of the dynamic changes of normal stress along a bimaterial interface increases (e.g. Ben-Zion & Andrews 1998; Ranjith & Rice 2001; Ben-Zion & Huang 2002) with increasing degree of the velocity contrast (at least up to about 30–40 per cent contrast of S-wave velocities). Thus, earthquakes that nucleate near MM will encounter during their propagation to the SE increasing frictional strength, due to the diminishing dynamic bimaterial reduction of normal stress associated with the decreasing velocity contrast in the SE section. Similarly, earthquakes that nucleate near GH will encounter with continuing propagation to the NW increasing frictional strength, due to the growing dynamic increase of normal stress at the rupture tip produced by the increasingly pronounced velocity contrast (with slower NE side) in the NW section.

Additional details on the differences between the velocity contrasts across the SAF in the MM and GH regions can be obtained by performing a joint inversion of FZH and direct P waves for dissimilar layered velocity structures on the opposite sides of the fault in these locations (Ben-Zion et al. 1992; Lewis et al. 2007). This is left for future work.
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